Cost-effectiveness of noninvasive vagus nerve stimulation for acute treatment of episodic migraine and role in treatment sequence strategies.
Migraine affects 15% of the population in the United States and is associated with comorbidities, with an estimated economic burden of $78 billion annually. GammaCore is used adjunctively with current standard of care and abortive medications and has shown to be superior in acute treatment of episodic migraine compared to sham. However, the economic impact has not been characterized for this indication. We conducted a cost-effectiveness analyses for 2 hypothetical scenarios: a primary model for treatment options gammaCore plus standard of care compared to standard of care alone for acute treatment of migraine; and a secondary model for treatment sequence strategies where acute treatment with gammaCore or standard of care each prior to erenumab prevention compared to initiating erenumab prevention with no prerequisite. The time horizon for the model is 1 year, using a payer perspective. GammaCore plus standard of care arm was dominant over standard of care alone in the primary model. The mean costs for gammaCore plus standard of care arm and standard of care individually were $9678 and $10,010, respectively. The mean quality of life-years for gammaCore plus standard of care arm and standard of care alone were 0.67, and 0.63, respectively. For the secondary model, the mean costs for gammaCore followed by erenumab, standard of care followed by erenumab and initiating with erenumab with no prior gammaCore or standard of care treatment were $10,678, $11,583, and $13,766. The corresponding mean for quality of life-years were 0.70, 0.67, and 0.65, respectively. For gammaCore dominance, ie, in this scenario, patients were more satisfied on gammaCore, to not need erenumab for preventative therapy lower mean costs and represents savings for payers. This was driven by efficacy, improvement in quality of life, and reduction in costs of care associated with successful treatment of migraine attacks. These findings provide new economic evidence to support value forcoverage for gammaCore.